WELCOME to the 2022 COLLECTION

It seems everyone has begun evolving the look and feel of their homes—and seeking the perfect throw pillows to accentuate their spaces, outdoors and in. The heart of this year’s collection can best be summed up with the Greek word meraki.

meraki

[ may-rab-kee ]
when you do something with creativity or love; putting a piece of yourself into what you do

This defines not only our latest designs, but everything created at ELAINE SMITH®. Providing the very best in service, we put ourselves into every stitch and every step of our work. Our team of dedicated artisans brings each collection to life by hand-tailoring every pillow. This work spans hand-cutting fabric, carefully matching seams, and handcrafting details such as macrame, rope, fringe, and braids.

Everything we do, we do it with soul and creativity to deliver the most elevated designs. This is especially true of the high-performance Sunbrella fabrics we use. We are constantly striving to develop the most luxurious new fabrics in trendsetting palettes with textures such as bouclé, chenille, cashmere, and terry. ELAINE SMITH® pillows allow clients and customers to also put some of themselves into personalizing their homes. Nothing quite has the impact of the throw pillow to instantly improve the mood of a room.

Pillows wield mighty power as designing tools, adding dimension to outdoor spaces, softening furniture, acting as a catalyst through color... They can instantly update a showroom and showcase the versatility of a furniture collection. And pillows can be mixed and matched to keep a setting in tune with the season. We make it effortless for anyone to use our exclusive designs to create unique spaces that provide the feelings they desire. Explore our inspiration and catalog. As you will see, ELAINE SMITH® pillows are not finishing touches but rather starting points.

ShopElaineSmith.com

The premier line of pillows for indoor and outdoor living.
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My mind is constantly envisioning everything around me as a pillow.

I’m inspired by fashion, art, nature and travel. But one has to have a selective, discerning eye as not every trend translates—sometimes a classic approach is called for.

Apart from their design and gorgeous hand, my pillows are incredibly practical and enduring as luxury needs to be able to be lived in. I continuously pursue developing performance fabrics of the softest textures and most interesting color palettes.

In my latest collection, there is something for every design sensibility—and endless inspiration.
Comfort & Softness
ELAINE SMITH® performance fabrics come in numerous textures of incredible softness to create spaces of inviting comfort.

Cleanability
Our easy-to-clean fabrics maintain their integrity while being machine washable and bleach safe for worry-free livability.

Color Stability
Woven of 100% solution-dyed fibers, our fabrics are saturated with UV-stabilized pigments for colors that stay true over time.

Lasting Strength
Redefining durability, our performance fabrics are resistant to water, stains, mold, and mildew—to stand up to any setting.
ELAINE SMITH® continuously innovates to lead the performance pillow industry with premier textiles and unrivaled handcrafted details.

**The PILLOW PERFECTED**

- Made in the USA
- Exclusive designs by Elaine Smith
- Concealed zipper
- Luxuriously soft to the touch
- Expertly handcrafted detailing
- Indoor luxury plus outdoor durability

**FAUX DOWN INSERT**
**PLUSH**
SURROUNDED by BLISS
Iron-rich earth and slate-blue sky tones are trending throughout home and fashion. In the Abundance collection, a wealth of these warm tones pair with luxurious softness.

The modern Symmetry Sunset and the textured stripes of Endeavor Sunset playfully combine with the ultra-luxe Angora Slate featuring beautiful hand stitching. The profusion of patterns inspires endless unique looks.

1. Bryce Canyon
2. Monet Sunset
3. Etro Fashion
4. Lucid Stead Mirror Home
5. Arches National Park
ABUNDANCE COLLECTION

7L2 INDIGO ROPE
W - 20” H - 20”

7L3 INDIGO ROPE LUMBAR - ON PAGE 13
W - 20” H - 12”

17Y2 THUMBPRINT INDIGO
W - 20” H - 20”

17Y3 THUMBPRINT INDIGO LUMBAR - ON PAGE 12
W - 20” H - 12”

10L2 LINEAR INDIGO
W - 20” H - 20”

10L3 LINEAR INDIGO LUMBAR - ON PAGE 13
W - 20” H - 12”
Taking **STRIPES** to New Heights

This collection transforms any space from ordinary to fabulous with designs that raise the bar on the standard stripe. Corsica Smoke sets the tone with a mitered stripe design, hand-braided macramé rope and tassel detailing. Unexpected embellishments keep the mood flowing—such as the dimensional flower of Blossom Slate/Clay and the fringe detailing of Amplify Clay.
23R2  CORSICA SMOKE
  W - 20"  H - 20"

26A3  ENHANCE CHARCOAL LUMBAR
  W - 20"  H - 12"

23R3  CORSICA SMOKE LUMBAR
  W - 20"  H - 12"

26C2  INSPIRE MOOD
  W - 20"  H - 20"
26F1  CATALYST DAWN
W - 22”  H - 22”

26D2  BLOSSOM SLATE/GRAY
W - 20”  H - 20”

26B2  INTENSIFY CARAMEL
W - 20”  H - 20”

26G6  ADORN COSMOS LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

26H3  AMPLIFY CLAY LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

26H2  AMPLIFY CLAY - ON PAGE 16
W - 20”  H - 20”

27L3  TRANSPIRE HOPE LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

27L2  TRANSPIRE HOPE - ON PAGE 28
W - 20”  H - 20”

27L4  TRANSPIRE HOPE ROUND - ON PAGE 29
W - 15”  H - 15”  D - 4”

19Z3  RIPPLE SIENNA LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”
Top-stitched dimensional cording embellishes the felt-like fabric of Ripple Sienna with a design and palette to lift any space.
Explore the Depths of Blue
Against a lush, soft-as-mohair background, the full-face macrame of Adventure Deep presents gorgeous indoor luxury, yet our designs offer outdoor durability as well. The Vitality collection showcases an array of dynamic patterns, from Energy Blues to Agility Ease, that convey that strength and endurance.
26J1  ENERGY BLUES
W - 22" H - 22"

28K3  AGILITY EASE LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

26J3  ENERGY BLUES LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12" PATTERN MAY VARY

26L2  PIZZAZZ INDIGO
W - 20" H - 20"

26L3  PIZZAZZ INDIGO LUMBAR - ON PAGE 25
W - 20" H - 12"
Although incredibly soft to the touch and intricately handsewn, our performance textiles are woven of Sunbrella® fibers designed to stand up to industry-leading tests. The result is beauty that lasts—whether aboard a yacht, styled in a high-traffic hotel lobby, or used to rough house with the family dog.
26M1 ENERGY VIVID
W - 22" H - 22"

26P2 SPIRIT INDIGO
W - 20" H - 20"

26N2 TENACITY AURA
W - 20" H - 20"

26M3 ENERGY VIVID LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12" PATTERN MAY VARY

26P3 SPIRIT INDIGO LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

26L3 PIZZAZZ INDIGO LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

26L2 PIZZAZZ INDIGO - ON PAGE 23
W - 20" H - 20"
CATCH THE VIBE
ENERGIZED COLLECTION

27H1  CATALYST DAYBREAK
      W - 22" H - 22"

27J2  EMPOWER FLOW
      W - 20" H - 20"

27J3  EMPOWER FLOW LUMBAR - ON PAGE 30
      W - 20" H - 12"

27K2  AGILITY NATURE
      W - 20" H - 20"

27J3  EMPOWER FLOW LUMBAR - ON PAGE 30
      W - 20" H - 12"

27L2  TRANSPIRE HOPE
      W - 20" H - 20"

27L3  TRANSPIRE HOPE LUMBAR - ON PAGE 18
      W - 20" H - 12"

27C3  RISE SEAWEED LUMBAR
      W - 20" H - 12"

27C2  RISE SEAWEED - ON PAGE 30
      W - 20" H - 20"
NEW
SHAPES

27G3 Liveliness Relax Lumbar
W - 20" H - 12"

27G2 Liveliness Relax - On Page 30
W - 20" H - 20"

27K3 Agility Nature Lumbar
W - 20" H - 12"

27B2 Pizzazz Energy
W - 20" H - 20"

27B3 Pizzazz Energy Lumbar - On Page 30
W - 20" H - 12"

27L4 Transpire Hope Round
W - 15" H - 15" D - 4"

27D2 Renewal Alive
W - 20" H - 20" D - 2"
27B3  PIZAZZ ENERGY LUMBAR  
W - 20” H - 12”

27B2  PIZAZZ ENERGY - ON PAGE 29  
W - 20” H - 20”

27J3  EMPOWER FLOW LUMBAR  
W - 20” H - 12”

27J2  EMPOWER FLOW - ON PAGE 28  
W - 20” H - 20”

27C2  RISE SEAWEED  
W - 20” H - 20”

27C3  RISE SEAWEED LUMBAR - ON PAGE 28  
W - 20” H - 12”

27F3  AMPLIFY VERDE LUMBAR  
W - 20” H - 12”

27F2  AMPLIFY VERDE - ON PAGE 28  
W - 20” H - 20”

27G3  LIVELINESS RELAX LUMBAR - ON PAGE 29  
W - 20” H - 12”

27G2  LIVELINESS RELAX  
W - 20” H - 20”

27A3  MOXIE BRAVE LUMBAR  
W - 20” H - 12”
From the excitement of bringing fashion-inspired pillows into a space, to the happily unexpected details of each design—Energized is how you feel throughout this series.
OPTIMISM COLLECTION

8N2  AQUA ROPE
     W - 20"  H - 20"

8N3  AQUA ROPE LUMBAR - ON PAGE 92
     W - 20"  H - 12"

0DF6  DRAGONFLY SPA
       W - 20"  H - 20"

5X2  SPA DECO
     W - 20"  H - 20"

5X6  SPA DECO LUMBAR
     W - 20"  H - 12"

23D2  TAHITI MIST
       W - 20"  H - 20"

23D3  TAHITI MIST LUMBAR
       W - 20"  H - 12"
**OPTIMISM COLLECTION**

**16H1**  IKAT DIAMOND CARAMEL  
**W - 22” H - 22”**

**16J2**  WILD ONE CARAMEL  
**W - 20” H - 20”**

**16J3**  WILD ONE CARAMEL LUMBAR  
**W - 20” H - 12”**

**21P2**  BAKUBA STREAM  
**W - 20” H - 20”**

**21P3**  BAKUBA STREAM LUMBAR  
**W - 20” H - 12”**

**16H3**  IKAT DIAMOND CARAMEL LUMBAR  
**W - 20” H - 12”**
17U3  DUNE STRIPE LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

9F2  GLADIATOR GRANITE  
W - 20"  H - 20"

16T3  URBAN GRAFFITI LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

17U2  DUNE STRIPE  
W - 20"  H - 20"

9F3  GLADIATOR GRANITE LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

16T2  URBAN GRAFFITI  
W - 20"  H - 20"
In a palette of calming neutrals paired with contemporary designs, the Ambiance collection creates a sophisticated aura completed by incredibly soft textures. Tahiti Silver, with their hand-sewn embellishments and Tidal Sand with sculptural detail stitching, are dramatic centerpieces.
CULTIVATE COLLECTION

13N1  TROPICAL BEE RED
      W - 22”  H - 22”

17B3  THUMBPRINT ARUBA LUMBAR
      W - 20”  H - 12”

17B2  THUMBPRINT ARUBA ON PAGE 43
      W - 20”  H - 20”

14A1  CHAMELEON LAGOON
      W - 22”  H - 22”

13N3  TROPICAL BEE RED LUMBAR
      W - 20”  H - 12”
28A2  RENEWAL OCEAN
W - 20"  H - 20"  D - 2"

28F2  RELATE VITAL
W - 20"  H - 20"

28G2  SURROUND DYNAMIC
W - 20"  H - 20"

28G3  SURROUND DYNAMIC LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

28F3  RELATE VITAL LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"
the **POWER of COLOR**

Adding a pop of color can lend bright emotion to a space. The Joyful collection demonstrates this with elegant vibrance that would not appear out of place on the runway. ELAINE SMITH® pillows are designed in fashion-forward palettes for inspired styling.
JOYFUL COLLECTION

17A2  SICILY STRIPE
W - 20”  H - 20”

17B2  THUMBPRINT ARUBA
W - 20”  H - 20”

17B3  THUMBPRINT ARUBA LUMBAR - ON PAGE 38
W - 20”  H - 12”

ND19  BASKETWEAVE ROUGE LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”
14X1B  CHAMELEON EMERALD
W - 22”  H - 22”

19R3  FORTITUDE EMERALD LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

19S2  ALCAZAR SEA GREEN
W - 20”  H - 20”
MAKING WAVES

19R2 FORTITUDE EMERALD
W - 20" H - 20"

19S3 ALCAZAR SEA GREEN LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

6J3 EDEN TEXTURE LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

6J2 EDEN TEXTURE - ON PAGE 68
W - 20" H - 20"
ARTISTRY COLLECTION

20Q2  SERAPE JEWEL  
W - 20"  H - 20"

20R2  PALOMAR MELON  
W - 20"  H - 20"

20P1  FOLK ART JEWEL  
W - 22"  H - 22"

20R3  PALOMAR MELON LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

20Q3  SERAPE JEWEL LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"
The culture and color of the high Andes sets a vibrant tone sure to inspire wanderlust as well as gorgeous spaces. The colorful folk art of the Incas led Elaine Smith to design this brilliantly hued series from her travels.

Artisan-crafted intricate macrame embellishes the Palomar Melon. Reflecting the striking traditional garments of the region is Serape Jewel. While the Folk Art Jewel showcases the colorways in a pattern of incredibly soft bundled yarns.
A SEA of TRANQUILITY

The Clarity collection provides peaceful simplicity with designs of understated elegance that complement virtually any furniture style.

The magnificent Mandala Lapis, whose embellishment requires carefully detailed braiding, pairs beautifully with Painterly Mediterranean and quieter neutrals.

Tahiti Coconut, with chic hand-stitched shells, is also available in Mist, Silver, Indigo and Shell.
12P2R  PAINTERLY MEDITERRANEAN
W - 20”  H - 20”

23T3  TAHITI COCONUT LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

23T2  TAHITI COCONUT
W - 20”  H - 20”

12P3R  PAINTERLY MEDITERRANEAN LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

CLARITY COLLECTION
FLOATING on CLOUD NINE

25M2  LUXE STRIPE PEBBLE
W - 20”  H - 20”

25M3  LUXE STRIPE PEBBLE LUMBAR - ON PAGE 55
W - 20”  H - 12”

25N3  ENCOUNTER DOVE LUMBAR
W - 20”  H - 12”

25P2  PLUSH ICE
W - 20”  H - 20”
27Z3  PIZZAZZ DOVE LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

27Z2  PIZZAZZ DOVE - ON PAGE 55
W - 20"  H - 20"

25N2  ENCOUNTER DOVE
W - 20"  H - 20"

25P3  PLUSH ICE LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"
27W2  RENEWAL PEWTER
W - 20"  H - 20"  D - 2"

27X1  CATALYST PEWTER
W - 22"  H - 22"

27Y2  MODERNIZE DUNE
W - 20"  H - 20"

27Y3  MODERNIZE DUNE LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

27U1  AFFINITY DOVE
W - 22"  H - 22"
27T1 REFLECTION HUSH
W - 22" H - 22"

27V1 ENERGY STILL
W - 22" H - 22"

27V3 ENERGY STILL LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12" PATTERN MAY VARY

27Z2 PIZZAZZ DOVE
W - 20" H - 20"

27Z3 PIZZAZZ DOVE LUMBAR - ON PAGE 53
W - 20" H - 12"

25M2 LUXE STRIPE PEBBLE - ON PAGE 52
W - 20" H - 20"

25M3 LUXE STRIPE PEBBLE LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

27R1 REIMAGINE SAND
W - 20" H - 20"

27R2 REIMAGINE SAND - ON PAGE 79
W - 20" H - 20"
ELAINE SMITH® pillows come with standard poly inserts.

- Hypoallergenic polyester fill
- A fuller appearance and firm shape
- Comfortable and more supportive
Upgrade with our Faux-Down inserts for plush comfort.

Hypoallergenic faux-down fill
Allows “choppable” styling for a designer touch
Indulge in luxurious plush comfort
Add “FD” to any sku when ordering
Additional charge per item applies
The Emerging collection revolves around how beautifully the new Cinnabar colorway pairs with our latest designs in denim and indigo.

Blended of burnt henna and coppery gold, the Cinnabar tone evokes the fired brick tone trending throughout fashion.
EMERGING COLLECTION

**26Q2** REIMAGINE DENIM  
W - 20"  H - 20"

**26R1** AFFINITY INDIGO  
W - 22"  H - 22"

**26S2** OBLIQUE INDIGO  
W - 20"  H - 20"

**26T4** TRANSPARE CINNABAR  
W - 15"  H - 15"  D - 4"

**26V3** RISE DENIM LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

**28L3** ANGORA SLATE LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"  
**28L2** ANGORA SLATE - ON PAGE 10  
W - 20"  H - 20"
CAPTIVATING CONTRASTS

The fresh colors of the Audacity collection allow bold combinations. Our new, trending Clay yarn mixes beautifully with neutrals and blues, or pops of color. The richly fringed Namotu is among several exclusive designs that offer stunning impact and versatile styling.
AUDACITY COLLECTION

21Z2  CHARI SPICE
      W - 20" H - 20"

19T2  TIDAL GLACIER
      W - 20" H - 20"

19T3  TIDAL GLACIER LUMBAR
      W - 20" H - 12"

17J1  SUZANI OASIS
      W - 22" H - 22"

17J3  SUZANI OASIS LUMBAR
      W - 20" H - 12"

21Z3  CHARI SPICE LUMBAR
      W - 20" H - 12"
22J2  HORIZON SKY
W - 20"  H - 20"

7C2  LAGOON ROPE
W - 20"  H - 20"

7C3  LAGOON ROPE LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

22X3  TAVARUA LINEN LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

22X2  TAVARUA LINEN
W - 20"  H - 20"

22J3  HORIZON SKY LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"
14U2  WILD ONE MIDNIGHT
    W - 20"  H - 20"

14V1  IKAT DIAMOND PEACOCK
    W - 22"  H - 22"

6J2  EDEN TEXTURE
    W - 20"  H - 20"

14U3  WILD ONE MIDNIGHT LUMBAR
    W - 20"  H - 12"

6J3  EDEN TEXTURE LUMBAR
    W - 20"  H - 12"

14V3  IKAT DIAMOND PEACOCK LUMBAR
    W - 20"  H - 12"
All Decked Out
Soothing blues in original patterns present inventive pairings. Effortlessly design spaces to recharge with Encounter Shore featuring amazingly plush terry raised from a deep blue base. Or the bestselling Ripple Deep Sea with its currents of top-stitched cording. The Creativity collection allows you to explore an ocean of comfort and styling potential.
28J3  ENCOUNTER SHORE LUMBAR
     W - 20"  H - 12"

24F2  FORTITUDE DEEP SEA
     W - 20"  H - 20"

15V2  TIDAL ARUBA
     W - 20"  H - 20"

24F3  FORTITUDE DEEP SEA LUMBAR
     W - 20"  H - 12"

28J2  ENCOUNTER SHORE
     W - 20"  H - 20"

15V3  TIDAL ARUBA LUMBAR
     W - 20"  H - 12"
27V1 ENERGY STILL
W - 22" H - 22"

27N2 ENCOUNTER CLAY
W - 20" H - 20"
27N3 ENCOUNTER CLAY LUMBAR ON PAGE 77
W - 20" H - 12"

27P3 SPIRIT CLAY LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"
27P2 SPIRIT CLAY - ON PAGE 77
W - 20" H - 20"

27R2 REIMAGINE SAND
W - 20" H - 20"
27R3 REIMAGINE SAND LUMBAR - ON PAGE 55
W - 20" H - 12"

27V3 ENERGY STILL LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"
26X3 ENCOUNTER NOIR LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

26W1 AMAZONIAN NIGHT
W - 22" H - 22"

26Y3 INGENUITY HARVEST LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

26X2 ENCOUNTER NOIR
W - 20" H - 20"
The Elevated collection applies a monochrome palette to authentic designs, raising their sophistication. The toucan of Amazonian Night gives a far more elegant impression than the typical tropical theme. Embellishments like the dimensional chestnut leaves of Ingenuity Harvest add exquisite contrast.
Modern farmhouse has accelerated the resurgence of monochrome design for its gorgeous accenting of architecture through contrast. At the heart of the Elevated collection is black-and-white taken to another level. This iconic motif is all about layers, textures, and bravado.

Oblique Ebony offers an abundance of white in a creamy soft fabric. While Kanabar Ebony and Kasai Ebony provide incredible depth and visual interest of decidedly modern designs that hint at a global point of view.
10Z3  PAINTERLY DUNE LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

24P3  MANE CHESTNUT LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

24P2  MANE CHESTNUT
W - 20"  H - 20"

25B2  DECO LINEN
W - 20"  H - 20"

25B3  DECO LINEN LUMBAR
W - 20"  H - 12"

10Z2  PAINTERLY DUNE
W - 20"  H - 20"
The perfect collection to invigorate any space, Revitalize brings together patterns that play with symmetry and a palette punctuated with warm tones of yellow and gold. Combined with luscious texture, these contrasts wield a relaxing yet energetic mood that fits styles ranging from modern to transitional to contemporary.
REVITALIZE COLLECTION

FRINGE BENEFITS
The on-trend fringe of Mane Blanc adds a touch of runway fashion.

24L2  MANE BLANC
      W - 20" H - 20"

24L3  MANE BLANC LUMBAR
      W - 20" H - 12"
REVITALIZE COLLECTION

16L1  HONEY BEE
      W - 22” H - 22”

16M3  SUNFLOWER FIELD LUMBAR
      W - 20” H - 12”

12Z2  MICRO FRINGE CARBON
      W - 20” H - 20”

16M2  SUNFLOWER FIELD
      W - 20” H - 20”

16L3  HONEY BEE LUMBAR
      W - 20” H - 12”
FOLLOW @ElaineSmithInc

FIND INSPIRATION
Get the latest updates, previews and releases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Code</th>
<th>Style Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8N3</td>
<td>AQUA ROPE LUMBAR</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8N2</td>
<td>AQUA ROPE - ON PAGE 32</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18F2</td>
<td>MONTEVERDE</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18F3</td>
<td>MONTEVERDE LUMBAR</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21L2</td>
<td>BAKUBA EBONY</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 20&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21L3</td>
<td>BAKUBA EBONY LUMBAR</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12V2R</td>
<td>MICRO FRINGE SEAGLASS</td>
<td>W - 20&quot; H - 20&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A WORLD of INFLUENCE

Traveling to exotic lands inspired the wonderful, wild Enliven collection with patterns and tones that beautifully animate settings.

16D1  IKAT DIAMOND ONYX
W - 22” H - 22”

16F2  WILD ONE ONYX
W - 20” H - 20”

16F3  WILD ONE ONYX LUMBAR
W - 20” H - 12”

16D3  IKAT DIAMOND ONYX LUMBAR
W - 20” H - 12”
A SPLASH of RELAXATION

The Tranquility collection presents a range of inventive designs in relaxing blues. From the peaceful tones of Impression Lake to the deeper calm of Basketweave Navy... Centerpieces like Folk Art Maya and Chameleon Capri offer visual interest without taking away from the serenity.
The LURE of CAPRI

The pillows of Tranquility are far from the expected nautical theme. The rope braiding of Le Knot Ocean and the macrame of Palomar Indigo deliver impressive embellishment, while Nevis and Fortitude Lake reinvent the classic navy stripe.
14N1 CHAMELEON CAPRI
W - 22” H - 22”

15L3 FORTITUDE LAKE LUMBAR
W - 20” H - 12”

15T2 ALCAZAR LAKE
W - 20” H - 20”

15T3 ALCAZAR LAKE LUMBAR
W - 20” H - 12”

15L2 FORTITUDE LAKE
W - 20” H - 20”
TRANQUILITY COLLECTION

13Y2  GRAFFITI
     W - 20” H - 20”

23K3  TAVARUA BORDEAUX LUMBAR
     W - 20” H - 12”

ND15  BASKETWEAVE NAVY LUMBAR
     W - 20” H - 12”

13Y3  GRAFFITI LUMBAR
     W - 20” H - 12”

23K2  TAVARUA BORDEAUX
     W - 20” H - 20”

ND14  BASKETWEAVE NAVY
     W - 20” H - 20”
EXUBERANCE COLLECTION

16P3  THUMBPRINT CLOUD LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

17L3  TROPICAL BEE SPRING LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

20C2  CHARI PETAL
W - 20" H - 20"
$10 DONATION FOR EVERY CHARI PETAL PURCHASED.

16P2  THUMBPRINT CLOUD
W - 20" H - 20"

17L1  TROPICAL BEE SPRING
W - 22" H - 22"

20C3  CHARI PETAL LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"
$10 DONATION FOR EVERY CHARI PETAL PURCHASED.

$10 DONATION FOR EVERY CHARI PETAL PURCHASED.
One thing that constantly inspires me is the opportunity to help and support others. That is why a percentage of my sales benefits City of Hope, a leading-edge science and compassionate patient care center.

Dedicated to making a difference in the lives of people with cancer, diabetes and other serious illnesses—they accomplish this mission by providing outstanding care, conducting innovative research and offering vital education programs focused on eliminating these diseases.

I am honored to be among their community of individuals united by our desire to find cures, save lives and transform the future of health.

Learn more at CityofHope.org
A ZEST for LIFE

The Exuberance collection expresses a luxurious spirit. From the flowing energy of Tidal Aruba to the trending new color of Thumbprint Cloud to the buzzing vibrancy of Tropical Bee Spring—these designs offer boundless styling options.
REJUVENATE COLLECTION

15K2 ASHARA SPRING
W - 20" H - 20"

ND10R BASKETWEAVE ARUBA
W - 20" H - 20"

QJ3 MODERN OVAL OCEAN LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"

QJ1 MODERN OVAL OCEAN
W - 20" H - 20"

ND11R BASKETWEAVE ARUBA LUMBAR
W - 20" H - 12"
Darkly, Deeply, Beautiful Blue

From the trending cobalt of Ombre Azure to turquoise shades resembling island waters, the cool hues of the Rejuvenate collection bring a fresh perspective. The designs offer just as much dimension, from the mid-century modern pattern of Calibration Azure to the hand-woven fabric bands of Basketweave Aruba.
17G1  SUZANI MIDNIGHT  
W - 22"  H - 22"

6P2R  OMBRE AZURE  
W - 20"  H - 20"

6N3  OPTIC AZURE LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"

6N2  OPTIC AZURE  
W - 20"  H - 20"

6P3R  OMBRE AZURE LUMBAR  
W - 20"  H - 12"
Pillow TALK
1 Architecture
Palm Springs boasts one of the best collections of modernist architecture inspiring these pillow designs.

2 Alfredo Vase
The light green glass of the sculptural Alfredo Vase captures the rising trend of this shade.

3 Wassily Chair
The elemental lines and planes of Calibration are inspired by the stylistically unique chair by Breuer.

4 Modern Geometric Art
The curves of Encircle Nature are reminiscent of this modernist art style.
Our pillow fabrics—created to withstand whatever children, pets and life can throw at them—are available in a boundless palette. Available for custom orders in the sizes shown below, we take pride in challenging convention with accessories that lead style trends as well as durability innovation—for exceptional living both indoors and outside.
The ESSENTIALS

CANVAS LOGO RED PILLOW
- RED1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- RED2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- RED4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- RED3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS TUSCAN PILLOW
- TUS1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- TUS2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- TUS4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- TUS3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS GINKGO PILLOW
- GIN1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- GIN2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- GIN4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- GIN3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS ARUBA PILLOW
- ARU1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- ARU2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- ARU4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- ARU3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

SPECTRUM PEACOCK PILLOW
- PEA1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- PEA2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- PEA4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- PEA3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CAST LAGOON PILLOW
- LAG1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- LAG2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- LAG4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- LAG3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS SPA PILLOW
- SPA1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- SPA2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- SPA4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- SPA3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

SOLID COBALT PILLOW
- COB1: 22” x 22” 4E63S7
- COB2: 20” x 20” 4E57S2
- COB4: 17” x 17” 3E45S3
- COB3: 12” x 20” 3E42S1

Sunbrella® is a registered trademark of Glen Raven, Inc.
The ESSENTIALS

- Ships in 48 Hours
- Tailored Hidden Zipper
- Sunbrella® Fabrics
- Stain, Fade & Water Resistant

- Machine Washable
- Made in the USA
- Add “FD” to any sku for Faux Down Insert
  For example: Order BLA3 for Polyfill or BLA3FD for premium Faux Down insert
  (An additional per item charge applies)

CANVAS HEATHER BEIGE PILLOW
HEA1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
HEA2 20" x 20” 4E57S2
HEA4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
HEA3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS NAVY PILLOW
NAV1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
NAV2 20” x 20” 4E57S2
NAV4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
NAV3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

SPECTRUM CARBON PILLOW
CAR1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
CAR2 20” x 20” 4E57S2
CAR4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
CAR3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS WHITE PILLOW
WHI1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
WHI2 20” x 20” 4E57S2
WHI4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
WHI3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

SPECTRUM INDIGO PILLOW
INDS1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
INDS2 20” x 20” 4E57S2
INDS4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
INDS3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

CANVAS BLACK PILLOW
BLA1 22" x 22” 4E63S7
BLA2 20” x 20” 4E57S2
BLA4 17” x 17” 3E45S3
BLA3 12” x 20” 3E42S1

Shop Elainesmith.com
At a GLANCE

PILLOWS

HOW TO ORDER:
1. Select item and SKU
2. Choose insert: polyfill or faux down
3. If faux down is selected, add “FD” to SKU
4. Send orders to orders@elainesmith.com or order online at ElaineSmith.com
**PILLOWS**

---

**BEST ON**
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PILOGES
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PILLOWS

TERMS & CONDITIONS

ORDERING
Online: www.ElaineSmith.com
Phone: (561) 863-3333
Fax: (866) 352-4054
E-mail: orders@elainesmith.com

OPENING AN ACCOUNT
Please visit our website and register for an online trade account.

MINIMUM
Opening Order Minimums Apply. No Reorder Minimum.

CHANGES TO ORDERS
Any changes must be received in writing within 24 hours of placing order or a 25% re-stocking fee will apply.

PRIVATE LABEL
Custom luxury pillow designs can be created for volume accounts.

CLEANING
Fabric should be cleaned regularly. Brush dirt off. Spot clean with a mild soap and lukewarm water solution and rinse thoroughly. Most pillows can be machine washed. Lay flat to dry. Do not dry clean. Do not iron.

CORPORATE OFFICE
Elaine Smith Inc.
7740 Byron Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33404

SHIPPING
Most items are in stock and ship within 48 hours. ExWorks West Palm Beach, FL 33404

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30pm EST

TRADESHOW
Chicago Casual Market

SHOWROOM
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
15th Floor, Suite 1524
Chicago, IL 60654
THE ULTIMATE PILLOWS
for indoor & outdoor living

ShopElaineSmith.com